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Back in print after some time, this new Author’s Preferred Edition features refreshed content, plus new introductory material, notes, and cover.
When apprentice wig-maker Tom Dawne’s greatest creation
is used as part of a revenge scheme against a powerful gentleman, he is dismissed by his embarrassed master and forced
to abandon his dreams of completing his training, setting up
a shop of his own, and marrying his master’s daughter. Determined to clear his name, Tom becomes the servant of the
man he suspects set him up. Tom finds himself caught up in
a web of ambition, deceit, mesmerism, sex, and power… and
at its center, a man able to procure pleasure for anyone—for a
price—and a woman whose past has been stolen.
From Molly Tanzer comes The Pleasure Merchant, a novel of
despair and desire, equal parts psychological thriller and sensual parlor drama.
“Decadent and smart, artistic without being pretentious, and
completely captivating from start to finish, Tanzer’s The Pleasure
Merchant is the very best sort of literature: a rare pleasure indeed.”
—Electric Literature

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
MOLLY TANZER is the author of the Diabolist’s Library trilogy: Creatures of Will and Temper, the Locus Award-nominated
Creatures of Want and Ruin, and Creatures of Charm and Hunger. She is also the author of the weird western Vermilion, an io9
and NPR “Best Book” of 2015, and the British Fantasy Awardnominated collection, A Pretty Mouth. Her critically acclaimed
short fiction has appeared in The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, Lightspeed, Transcendent: The Year’s Best Trans and
Nonbinary Speculative Fiction, and elsewhere. She lives outside
of Boulder, CO with her cat, Toad.
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